A two~dimensional transport and reaction model of a high pressure (-1 torr) high frequency (13.56 MHz) single-wafer parallel plate plasma reactor was developed. The chemical etching uniformity was studied as a function of reactor operating conditions. The ratio of the reactivity of the surrounding electrode surface as compared to that of the wafer surface, S, critically affected uniformity. A bullseye clearing pattern was predicted for S < 1, and the reverse pattern for S > 1, while etching was uniform for S = 1. In the case of S ~ 1, and for the parameter range studied, the absolute uniformity was found to improve by surrounding the wafer with a material of similar reactivity, by increasing the flow rate, or by decreasing the reactor pressure or power. However, such actions also served to decrease the etch rate. The oxygen plasma was used as a model experimental system to test the theoretical predictions. An experimental technique based on spatially resolved optical emission spectroscopy in concert with actinometry and the Abel transform was developed to obtain a three-dimensional mapping of the reactant (O atom) concentration profile in the plasma reactor. When a reactive film was covering part of the substrate electrode, a profound decrease in the reactant concentration was observed over the film. At the same time, large concentration gradients developed, especially at the boundary of the reactive film with the surrounding electrode. Good quantitative agreement was found between the model predictions and the experimental reactant concentration data for the range of pressure, power, flow rate, and reactive film radius examined.
arsenic loss before drift of precipitates was started. In one case, oxygen treatment of the arsenic layer induced 40% loss by evaporation from the exposed SiO2 surface. Therefore, oxidizing atmospheres must be avoided prior to the deposition of protective layers (e.g., polysilicon). In another case, the high dose level lost nearly 70% at the beginning of the temperature gradient anneal due to large inclusions of arsenic extending to the near SiOJpolysilicon boundary and diffusing into the polysilicon. Additional SiO2 deposited over the implant, or deeper implants, could be a corrective measure.
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Chemically reactive plasmas are widely used in the microelectronics industry for etching and deposition of thin films (1) . The process involves generating a low pressure gas discharge (usually at RF or microwave frequencies) in which relatively inert gases are dissociated to form reactive atoms and radicals. The reactants are transported by convection and diffusion to the substrate surface where they react to form volatile products, thereby etching the substrate, or react to deposit a thin film. The surface reactions are greatly influenced by energetic particle (especially positive ion) bombardment. Owing to the nonequilibrium nature of the plasma and the plethora of reactions involved (for most of which the kinetics is unknown), it is very difficult to predict the flux and energy of particles striking the substrate, and in turn to predict the reaction rate.
Recently there has been much interest in developing models of the plasma etching process. In developing such models there are a number of important phenomena which need be considered. Such phenomena include glow discharge chemistry, electron density and energy distribution, ion transport in the sheath, heat and mass transfer, and heterogeneous reaction kinetics. Even if the kinetics were known, the computational power of present state-ofthe-art computers does not allow one to include details of all the above phenomena in a model. Therefore one focuses on specific aspects of the overall process. Published *Electrochemical Society Active Member. **Electrochemical Society Student Member.
plasma reactor models emphasize the discharge chemistry (2, 3) , the discharge physics (4-6), or transport and reaction phenomena (7, 8) including relatively detailed chemical kinetics (9, 10) . The above cited and other works have provided much insight into the intricate nature of plasma processes. Nevertheless, the search for a global model with predictive capabilities over a wide range of operating parameters continues.
Owing to the complexity of the plasma etching process, mathematical models must be tested with experimental data taken under well-controlled conditions. In situ plasma diagnostics including optical techniques such as optical emission spectroscopy (OES) and laser induced fluorescence (LIF) (11) , mass spectrometry and ion energy analysis (12) , and Langmuir probe measurements (13) have been employed successfully to gain basic understanding of reactive plasmas. Optical diagnostics are particularly attractive because of their nonintrusive nature. Although LIF is generally more powerful than OES, the latter is much cheaper and easier to implement. Spatially resolved optical emission spectroscopy can provide valuable information on the concentration distribution of active species in a plasma reactor.
The ultimate goal of plasma etching is to obtain a high and uniform etch rate with good anisotropy and selectivity and without radiation damage. Etching nonuniformity is encountered in both volume-loading etchers (14) and in parallel plate etchers, and is of major concern (15) . Uniformity problems may become worse as wafer size in-creases and as new gas formulations yielding faster etch rates are developed. Nonuniform etching necessitates over-etching which can result in substrate damage and/or rapid mask undercut owing to loading. Both phenomena adversely affect device yields. In the case of deep trenches, etching must be uniform for the trench capacitors to have a tight capacitance distribution (18) . Etch nonuniformity may be the result of gradients in etchant concentration, in ion bombardment flux and/or energy, or in wafer surface temperature. Nagy (16) and Selwyn (17) found etchant concentration gradients at the boundary where two surfaces with different reactivity met. Such concentration gradients are thought to be responsible for the often-observed "bullseye" clearing pattern, in which the etch rate decreases monotonically from the wafer periphery to its center (19) . Although several studies on uniformity of etching have appeared in the literature, no systematic study coupling both theory and experiment has been presented.
Recently, a transport and reaction model of a singlewafer parallel plate plasma reactor was formulated (20) . The oxygen plasma etching polymer was chosen as a model experimental system. Good qualitative agreement was obtained between the model predictions and measured etch rates as a function of pressure, power, and flow rate.
In the present work, an extension of the previous model is presented. Given the surface reaction kinetics, the twodimensional model is capable of predicting both etch uniformity and anisotropy. The present paper emphasizes the uniformity aspect. An experimental technique based on spatially resolved optical emission spectroscopy was developed to obtain a three-dimensional mapping of the etchant concentration profiles. Although spatially resolved OES has been used extensively to map the plasma emission along planes parallel to the discharge electrodes (21) , studies of emission profiles along the wafer radius are scarce. Such profiles were obtained in an oxygen discharge in both an empty reactor (no reactive film) and a loaded reactor (with a reactive film covering part of the substrate electrode). The radial emission profiles were then converted to etchant species concentration profiles. The experimental results were compared with the mathematical model predictions. The effect of power, pressure, flow rate, and reactive film radius on the etch uniformity was studied.
Model Formulation
The model was developed for a radially symmetric single-wafer parallel plate plasma reactor shown schematically in Fig. 1 . Feed gas enters uniformly through the upper porous wall electrode. Etching products and unreacted feed gas are pumped radially outwards. The wafer was assumed to be in good thermal and electrical contact with the substrate grounded electrode. Hence the wafer surface temperature was assumed constant. Gas temperature variations were also neglected. The primary focus of this work was on the concentration distribution of the etchant species and its effect on etching uniformity. In particular, due to etchant consumption on the wafer sur- face, large radial concentration gradients may develop, especially at the boundary between the wafer and the surrounding electrode. Since the etching rate is usually a function of the local etchant concentration, the result is etching nonuniformity. Transport and reaction principles were used to analyze the reactant concentration distribution.
Gas flow distribution.--Gas flow resembles the threedimensional, axisymmetric stagnation point flow (22) . Assuming constant gas physical properties and negligible volume change during reaction, the momentum equations can be decoupled from the mass and heat transfer equations. Invoking the continuum approximation which is valid for pressure above about 0.25 torr (for typical reactor dimensions), the Navier-Stokes equations and the continuity equation read (see List of Symbols for meaning of symbols)
where ~ = z/L is a dimensionless axial coordinate. The boundary conditions are
W=-Ww at z=Lforallr [6] where Ww is the uniform gas velocity at the entrance to the reactor. By setting u = rf'(~) -2s [7] w = -w~0 [8] the continuity equation is automatically satisfied. Here f(0 is a function of~ only andf'(0 = df/d~. Inserting Eq. [7] and [8] into Eq. [1] and [2] and eliminating the pressure P, resuits f"' + 2Rwff" = 0 [9] Hence the flow Eq.
[1]- [3] have been reduced to a fourthorder ordinary differential equation. The pertinent boundary conditions are
The wall Reynolds number is defined as Rw = W,vL/2v. After solving Eq. [9] subject to boundary conditions Eq.
[10] and [11] to obtain f(~) and f'(0, the radial and axial velocity components can be obtained by using Eq. [7] and [8] Hence, under the condition Rw << 1, the radial velocity profile is parabolic and symmetric with respect to the plane z = 0. Since a wide range of flow rates (values of Rw) were examined in the present investigation, numerical solution of Eq. [9] was performed to obtain the gas velocity profiles. These profiles were then used in the convectivediffusion equation to describe etchant transport and reaction.
Etchant transport and reaction.--The model was applied to a diatomic gas A2 which upon dissociation in the plasma produces atomic etchant species A. Examples include the O5 and C12 plasmas. Emphasis was placed on the operating regime of typical single-wafer reactors (~ 1 torr, 13.56 MHz). Under such conditions, the glow is usually sustained by bulk ionization. Therefore, secondary electron emission was neglected. In addition, above the ion transit frequency [~3 MHz, Ref. (12)], ions respond to an average sheath voltage. Therefore, a time-averaged model of the sheath may be used to obtain the ion bombardment flux and energy (24) . Some modulation may occur in the electron energy distribution at 13.56 MHz (25) , which in turn will modulate the etchant production rate by electron impact dissociation. However, the etchant losses occur on a time scale much longer than that of etchant production. Hence a time-independent etchant concentration should be established. The steady-state etchant species mass balance then reads
Or
Oz r-~r \ Or/ + Oz 2 j + 2kpneC2 -Rv [15] The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. [15] represents etchant production by electron impact dissociation of parent molecules kp A2+e --~ 2A+e
[R1]
The production rate constant, kp, depends on the electron energy distribution function and the cross section for the reaction. For a Maxwellian electron distribution function
The electron energy varies with position, especially along the axial direction. Electrons pick up energy from the oscillating sheaths resulting in higher electron energy at the sheath/glow boundaries. A spatially-averaged value of k, was used in this work. This is not expected to significantly affect the radial etchant concentration profiles, especially for a small interelectrode gap. Two forms of the electron density profile were examined. Uniform electron density (he = r and the profile corresponding to a diffusion-controlled discharge in a cylindrical container (26) ( z)
where J0 is the zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind.
The third term on the right-hand side of Eq. [15] represents etchant elimination by volume reactions. A typical example is etchant recombination according to
where M is a third body needed to conserve both energy and momentum during recombination. Volume recombination is especially important at higher pressures. The pertinent reaction rate can be expressed as Rv = KvC~2CM. Surface reactions enter in the boundary conditions described below
Oz Equation [18] is a symmetry condition and Eq. [19] is a simplified exit boundary condition. Equation [20] accounts for both etchant convection away from and etchant recombination on the upper electrode surface. A first-order recombination reaction has been assumed (27) . Equation [21] describes surface recombination on the part of the lower electrode surrounding the wafer. The surface recombination rate may be written as the product of the etchant flux striking the surface (1/4 v~C1) and the wall recombination coefficient w. The corresponding reaction rate constant is then ki = 1/4 VlWi with i = a, c. Equation [22] describes etching on the wafer surface. Recombination was neglected compared to etching on the wafer surface. The surface reaction kinetics is complex and very little understood, especially the effect of ion bombardment. Ions may create "active" sites on the surface where reaction of neutrals can proceed faster and/or ions may "clear" the surface by sputtering adsorbed species or polymeric films and exposing "fresh" surface sites for further reaction to occur (28, 29) . For modeling purposes, the following simplified kinetic model was used based on the surface "damage" mechanism (30) kd
In Eq.
[R3] positive ions (mainly molecular ions A2 § bombard the surface and create "damaged" surface sites S*. Etchant A can react on both undamaged and damaged surface sites (Eq. JR4] and [R5], respectively), perhaps faster on the latter, to produce P. Sputtering of the surface by ion bombardment has been neglected, but it can be easily accounted for. The total etch rate is kd(+I+ + knC,~ at = (k+C1) ( kde+I+ + k+C1/ [23] where the reaction rate of [R3] has been assumed proportional to the ion flux I+ and the average ion energy e+. 
8-kdnekT~uR i~+:g --knCt
For large ion flux and/or energy or for slow chemical etching reaction (small k0, the degree of anisotropy approaches unity, i.e., highly anisotropic etching results. One observes from Eq. [23] that for large ion to etchant fluxes (large t+/C1), the rate is simply k+C,, i.e., the rate is limited by the etchant supply. In the absence of ion bombardment (I+ = 0), Eq. [23] reduces to Rt = knC1, i.e., only chemical (isotropic) etching occurs. At sufficiently high gas flow rates, the etching reaction product concentration in the plasma will be low. Assuming that A is the only important etchant, and that the major components in the plasma are A and A2, Eq. [15] suffices to determine the etchant concentration distribution. The parent molecule concentration can then be found as
The etchant mass balance Eq. [15] was nondimensionalized by using
The dimensionless equation is
The dimensionless boundary conditions are
In Eq. [27] at ~ = -1
depending on the electron density profile used. Other dimensionless quantities in Eq. [27] are The method of solution consisted of solving Eq. [9] by a finite difference method to obtain f(0 and f'(0 and subsequently solving Eq. [27] by a finite element method. Two approaches were taken.'First, values of the pertinent dimensionless groups were prescribed and their effect on etch rate, uniformity, and anlsotropy was studied. Second, the oxygen plasma was chosen as a model system and parameter values specific to this system were used for the operating conditions of our experimental plasma etching reactor to be described in the next section. The purpose was to test the model predictions in terms of etchant concentration and its profile as a function of pressure, power, flow rate and reactive film radius.
Experimental
A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2 . The parallel plate single-wafer etcher had a 13.1 cm diam, hard anodized aluminum powered showerhead upper electrode held at a distance of 2.2 cm from the 13.9 cm diam aluminum grounded lower electrode. The temperature of both electrodes was controlled with a closedloop system (Bay Voltex, Tempryte, HS-3500-WC-DC-SX) and the lower electrode temperature was monitored with an embedded Fe-constantan thermocouple. Gases were pumped by a two-stage rotary vane pump (Edwards, E2M40) and the base pressure was less than 1 mtorr. Chamber pressure and gas flow rate were independently controlled by a closed-loop system composed of a pressure transducer (MKS 222B), an exhaust throttle valve (MKS 253) and a controller (MKS 252A). Gas flow rate was regulated by mass flow controllers (MKS 1259A). The gases used were extra dry oxygen and prepurified argon (used as actinometer). Power was supplied to the upper electrode by a 13.56 MHz, 500W RF generator (Plasma Therm HFS 500 E). An automatic matching network minimized the reflected power to less than 1% of the forward power. Both forward and reflected power were monitored by a directional wattmeter (Bird 4410A). Light from the plasma emission was collected through a quartz side window through a pair of iris diaphragms to attain spatial resolution. The light was then focused onto one end of an optical fiber and was transmitted to the entrance slit of a monochromator (Jarrell-Ash Monospec 27) having a 1200 grooves/mm diffraction grating. The light passing through the exit slit was detected by a photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R955 HA) driven by a photometer (Pacific Instruments, 126D). A long pass filter (>495 nm) was used to avoid second-order interference in the light emission spectrum which was displayed on a strip chart recorder. The optical train was mounted on a translation stage (Newport M-416) and a 2 mW He-Ne laser (Hughes H-3022P) was used to align the optical components. With this system a cylinder of light along a horizontal plane (parallel to the electrodes) could be collected with a spatial resolution better than 1 mm. This resolution was thought to be adequate for measuring radial light emission intensity profiles.
Experimental system and data analysis.--The purpose of the experimental work was to study the active species concentration profiles and their dependence on plasma reactor operating conditions; and in turn to test the predictions of the mathematical model. The oxygen plasma was chosen as a model experimental system because the glow discharge reactions are better known as compared to other systems. In addition, the electron energy and electron density could be estimated as a function of power, pressure, and reactor geometry (20) . Thus, there was no need to treat the former two quantities as adjustable parameters as is usually done in published plasma etching works. Further, a silver oxide (Ag20) film was used as the reactive substrate. The film was prepared by coating part of the lower electrode with a silver paint. When the coating was exposed to an oxygen plasma, the organic binder burned and the remaining silver turned into black silver oxide. Silver oxide is known to be catalytic towards surface recombination of atomic oxygen, the main etchant species in an oxygen plasma. The silver oxide/oxygen plasma system was thought to simulate etching of a thin film. Using a silver oxide film instead of an etchable material (e.g., polymer in the case of oxygen plasma) had several advantages. First, the coupling of the plasma to ground was nearly uniform as compared to possible nonuniformities of plasma coupling through a silicon wafer resting on the electrode (16). Second, contamination of the plasma by reaction products was absent; the surface reaction on the silver oxide was simply the recombination of atomic oxygen to yield molecular oxygen. Thus, the discharge could be regarded as one in pure oxygen. Hence, data for the pure oxygen plasma could be used for calculations, and any reactant concentration gradients would be due to differences in reactivity between the Ag20 film and the surrounding electrode surface. Furthermore, the Ag20 film was not consumed and a large number of experiments could be performed on the. same film without opening the reaction chamber to the atmosphere. This enhanced experimental reproducibility.
Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) with an actinometer gas (31) A 5% mol fraction of the actinometer gas was used. It was found that Ar additions of up to 6% did not affect the oxygen plasma emission. Figure 3 shows a cross section of the radially symmetric glow taken at a certain plane parallel to the electrodes (say at z = zo). The optical train collected light from a small plasma volume, as shown in the figure. By translating the optics parallel to the x-axis, light from different locations was collected and the intensity I(x, zo) measured. The latter can be related to the local emission intensity i(r, Zo) by
_ ~e sampled yi(X) [41] reduces to
The last integral was inverted by applying the Abel transform to yield (33) (34) . Thus the radial local intensity profile was obtained.
The resulting profile (especially close to r = 0) was found to be sensitive to the scatter of the I(x, Zo) experimental data. The sensitivity was minimized by smoothing the data. At a given axial position z = Zo, radial emission intensity profiles i (v, Zo) Note that since Ar is not reactive, CAr is independent of position. The above procedure was repeated at a different axial position. Hence a three-dimensional mapping of the reactant concentration profile was realized.
Results and Discussion
The three-dimensional velocity profiles are plotted in Fig. 4 for a wall Reynolds number Rw = 1.0. Figure 4a center and increases linearly towards the exit. At a given radial position, the radial velocity profile is close to being parabolic (Eq. [12] and [14] ) for small values of Rw. Figure  4b is a plot of the dimensionless axial velocity profile (IW/Wwl, see Eq. [8] ). The axial velocity is maximum at the upper electrode position through which gas enters and decreases monotonically with axial position to become zero at the lower electrode surface. The axial velocity profile is independent of radial position. Figure 5 gives three-dimensional plots of the reactant concentration for two different values of the Thiele modulus ap~. Other parameters were assigned values as shown in the figure caption. For illustrative purposes, surface recombination, volume recombination, and ion-assisted reactions were neglected, and a uniform electron density profile was used. Since ion-assisted reactions were neglected, the following results pertain to situations for which chemical etching dominates. For small values of @n, nearly uniform radial concentration profiles result (Fig. 5a ). As (~n increases however (for example by increasing the wafer surface reactivity), the situation changes dramatically. Owing to rapid consumption of active species right on the wafer surface (in Fig. 5 , as well as in Fig. 6 and 7, the wafer radius is half the electrode radius), a pronounced decrease in the etchant concentration occurs over the reactive surface (Fig. 5b) . Under these conditions, diffusion is not rapid enough to supply reactant from the plasma volume above the relatively inert surrounding electrode. Hence large radial concentration gradients develop especially at the boundary between the wafer and the surrounding electrode (radial position ~ = 0.5). If the etch rate increases monotonically with reactant concentration, such concentration gradients would result in the "bullseye" wafer clearing pattern. One further notes an axial concentration gradient above the reactive surface in Fig. 5b . Both radial and axial concentration gradients become milder as one moves further away from the wafer surface. In addition, owing to the limited supply of active species by dissociation in the plasma, an increase in wafer reactivity (larger k~ and hence larger ~Pn) results in lower reactant concentration as seen by comparing Fig. 5a and b. However this does not necessarily imply a lower etch rate since the etch rate depends on the reaction rate constant as well. In fact, although the etch uniformity degrades, the etch rate increases with ap~. The reactant concentration is lower at the upper electrode (plane at axial position ~ = 1 in Fig. 5a ) due to convective removal of reactant away from the electrode by the entering gas.
The effect of the Peclet number, Pe, on the etchant radial concentration profiles right above the substrate electrode surface (~ = -1) is shown in Fig. 6 . As Pe increases (e.g., by increasing flow rate), the concentration gradients are alleviated resulting in improved etch uniformity. However, the etch rate decreases with increasing Pe because of convective removal of active species out of the reactor. The etch rate decreases drastically with Pe at low values of Pe, but the etch rate is not as sensitive at high values of Pe. In summary, the etch rate improves as (P~ increases and Pe decreases, but the etch uniformity improves with a lower ap~ and a higher Pe. Clearly there are optimum parameter settings for which the etch rate is maximized given an acceptable degree of nonuniformity.
Etching uniformity improves if the electrode surrounding the wafer is reactive towards the etchant species (e.g., by surface recombination reaction). This is shown in Fig. 7 where the uniformity index, UI, is plotted against the reaction selectivity, S. The uniformity index is defined as Rmax -Rmin
UI -
[46] 2R~v where R .... Rmi,, R~ are the maximum, minimum, and average etch rate, respectively, along the wafer radius. The uniformity improves as UI decreases. The reaction selectivity is defined as Zero selectivity implies an inert surrounding electrode surface, and gives the worst uniformity. Regardless of the degree of reactivity of the wafer (value of apn), etching is uniform if the surrounding electrode surface has a similar reactivity (S = 1). This result is in contrast to the Reinbergtype radial flow reactor, where radial nonuniformities can be present even if the whole substrate electrode area has the same reactivity (7). When S < 1, a "bullseye" film clearing pattern results. When S > 1, the inverse film clearing pattern results (i.e., the etch rate decreases monotonically from the wafer center to the wafer periphery). A method of improving etch uniformity is to cover the electrode area surrounding the wafer with a material having a reactivity similar to that of the wafer. Such action however may result in a decreased etch rate owing to loading. However, etch rate and uniformity are not the only important variables in plasma etching. One also desires to achieve a high degree of anisotropy. Figure 8 shows the effect of the anisotropy number ~ on the average etch rate (defined by the right-hand side of Eq. [31] ) and the degree of anisotropy, An, defined by Eq. [38] . A value of An close to zero implies isotropic etching whereas a value of An close to unity implies vertical (anisotropic) etching. For low values of 8 (e.g., low ion flux and energy) chemical etching dominates (i.e., reaction [R5] is negligible) and isotropic etching results. The degree of anisotropy improves with increasing ~ and, at high 8, where ion-assisted etching dominates, the degree of anisotropy approaches unity. The etch rate too approaches an asymptotic value at high 8, because the process is then limited by the reactant supply to the surface.
Comparison of model with experimental data.--The
model predictions were compared with experimental data of reactant concentration profiles obtained by spatially resolved optical emission spectroscopy as outlined in the Experimental section. Transport and reaction parameters of the pure oxygen discharge were used as before (20) . The experimental conditions are summarized in Table I . In order to achieve plasma confinement, low power and high pressure conditions were used. The substrate was a Ag~O film partly covering the lower electrode. Reaction on the substrate and gas flow were found to be the dominant reactant (O atom) loss mechanisms. Therefore surface recombination was neglected. The substrate reaction was as- sumed to be of first order and the corresponding rate constant was fit to kn = 40.8 cm/s. A fiat electron density profile was assumed. The data below was taken midway between the electrodes unless otherwise noted. Figure 9 shows the atomic oxygen mole fraction as a function of radial position for three different values of power into the plasma. Figure 9a is the case of an empty reactor, i.e., no Ag20 film on the electrode surface. The concentration is nearly uniform close to the reactor center and decreases monotonically further away. The concentration is higher at higher power due to increased etchant production. A dramatic change in the concentration profile occurs (Fig. 9b) , when part of the lower electrode is coated with Ag20 in the form of a concentric disk having a diameter of 75 mm (loaded reactor). A "dip" in the O atom concentration profile occurs over the reactive surface and large concentration gradients appear, especially around the boundary between active and relatively inert surfaces (i.e., around the 3.75 cm position). As the power increases, the reactant concentration gradients become steeper. This is because at high power the reactant is produced faster than it can diffuse (i.e., larger value of the Damk6hler number Da, see Eq. [34] ). Further, the reactant concentration is substantially lower in the case of a loaded reactor because of increased reactant losses. The model predictions are shown with the solid lines. The model does not predict the drop in concentration close to the reactor exit, in the empty reactor case. A better agreement could have been obtained in this case if the electron density profile were assumed to be of the form of Eq. [17] , instead of a uniform electron density.
The effect of pressure is shown in Fig. 10 . At lower pressures the diffusivity increases (D -p-l) and concentration gradients are smaller (i.e., smaller apn). However, the reactant concentration decreases with decreasing pressure. The model predictions (solid lines) agree relatively well with the data. The effect of flow rate is shown in Fig. 11 . In accordance with the previous discussion (Fig. 6 ) a higher flow rate results in better uniformity, but at the same time the etch rate decreases. The effect of surrounding the active surface by one with a similar reactivity is seen in Fig. 12 , where the concentration profiles resulting from two different Ag20 film diameters are compared. The 10 cm diam film can be thought of as a 7.5 cm diameter film surrounded by a 1.25 cm wide ring of equal reactivity. The concentration profile is more uniform for the larger diameter film, at the expens~ of a lower reactant concentration due to increased loading.
Axial O atom concentration profiles were also obtained. Concentration gradients were very weak in the empty reactor case (Fig. 13a) , implying negligible surface reaction. However, significant concentration gradients were observed in the loaded reactor (Fig. 13b) , implying a fast surface reaction. Optical emission data close to and within the sheath (the sheath was visually observed to be a few mm thick under typical conditions) should be viewed with cau- tion because processes other than direct electron impact may be responsible for excitation (e.g., collisions with ions or fast neutrals). More reliable data in the sheath can be obtained by laser induced fluorescence (LIF). Nevertheless, OES data from outside the sheath may be extrapolated to obtain the surface concentration and flux. In summary, considering the wide range of experimental conditions studied, the model predictions were in good quantitative agreement with the experimental data.
Summary and Conclusions
A two-dimensional transport and reaction model of a single-wafer parallel plate plasma reactor was presented. Emphasis was placed on high pressure (-1 torr), high frequency (13.56 MHz) operating conditions. Given the surface reaction kinetics, the model was capable of predicting both etch uniformity and anisotropy. The uniformity of chemical etching was studied as a function of important system parameters. It was found that the ratio of the reactivity of the surrounding electrode surface as compared to that of the wafer surface, S, critically affected uniformity. Regardless of the degree of wafer reactivity, the uniformity was improved as S approached unity. A bullseye clearing pattern was predicted for S < 1 and the reverse pattern for S > 1. In the case of S # 1, the uniformity became worse the larger the departure of S from unity. In such case, the absolute uniformity was improved by surrounding the wafer with a material of similar reactivity, by increasing the flow rate, or by decreasing the reactor pressure or power. However such actions also served to decrease the etch rate. Further, for a given substrate electrode material, increasing the wafer reactivity resulted in a higher etch rate (despite the lower etchant species concentration) but a poorer etch uniformity. Under otherwise identical conditions, the etch rate was found to be insensitive to the flow rate at high flow rates,
The oxygen plasma was used as a model experimental system to test the theoretical predictions. One advantage was that the electron density and temperature could be estimated as a function of pressure and power, and there was no need to treat the former two quantities as adjustable parameters, as done in other published works. A silver oxide film coating part of the substrate electrode was used to simulate etching of a thin film. The advantages were (i) no contamination of the plasma with etching by-products and
(ii) uniform plasma coupling to ground through the substrate grounded electrode. An experimental technique based on spatially resolved optical emission spectroscopy in concert with actinometry and the Abel transform was developed to obtain a three-dimensional mapping of the active species (O atoms) concentration profile. In the absence of a reactive film (empty reactor), the etchant concentration was uniform close to the reactor center and decreased monotonically towards the reactor exit. With a reactive film present (loaded reactor), a dramatic change in An the etchant concentration profile occurred. A profound de-A crease in concentration occurred over the reactive surface C and large concentration gradients appeared at the boundCo ary of the reactive film with the surrounding electrode. D Axial concentration profile measurements revealed conDa centration gradients close to the reactive surface. Good I+ I quantitative agreement was observed between the model i predictions and the experimental data over the range of K1 pressure, power, flow rate, and reactive film radius k studied, k~b The experimental system was chosen carefully such that conditions were as well defined as possible. For example, kn the silver oxide film coating the substrate electrode was in k+ intimate contact with the cooled electrode. Hence a conkd stant film temperature could be assumed. However, in kp kc, ka practical systems, etching films are on silicon wafers L which often simply rest on the substrate electrode. The M wafer temperature may then be very different from the m electrode temperature. Moreover, if a temperature distri-N bution exists on the wafer surface, etch rate and uniforn~ mity will be affected. Such effects can be added in further ~e refinements of the model. P The present model does not apply in the low pressure Pe (<0.25 torr), low frequency (<3 MHz) regime, and knowl-Q edge of the reaction kinetics is needed to apply the model q to different reactive plasma systems. Despite its limited Rsub applicability, the present model can serve as a basis for further additions and refinements. The good quantitative Rg agreement with experimental data demonstrated that rela-R~ r tively simple engineering models can be useful tools in the rl design and scale-up of plasma etching and deposition sysr2 terns. In addition, the experimental technique developed Tg to monitor the three-dimensional etchant concentration Te profiles is much cheaper and easier to implement than UR competing techniques such as LIF, should be readily U adaptable to existing or new plasma etching systems, and UI may serve as an in situ etch uniformity monitor, vl V~
